Jewels
of Mesho

My name is Tsomo. In my thirtieth
year, I came to live in Mesho, an area
in Dege, Kham.
That is where all of the important texts
of our culture are printed. And they
are printed on the pulp of our trees.
We grow barley, potatoes and turnips.
Our fields run along the river and our
mountains are covered with trees.
When people see Mesho, they see
how rare and precious it is. I always
tell them this proverb I know: ‘The
dense growths of trees and their
bushes, are the jewelry of our hills.’

This proverb was taught to me by my
soulmate, Pema.
He had a child from his previous marriage named Dolma. Since Dolma’s
mother lived in Mesho, I moved to this
valley to be with him and the child.
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Pema and I raised Dolma together for six years.
That's six years of meals I cooked for her, six years
of hugs, six years of soothing her cries.
In the spruce and fir forests, we sat and made plans
to start a shop for knick-knacks. Other times, we
simply sang songs and slept under the canopy of
leaves. What I loved most was knowing that the two
people dearest to me were always nearby.

I have
something
for you

We’ll plant
this next year.

Our child..?

A fir seed?
But why next
year?

Yes. A
sibling for
Dolma.

I hope we’ll
have our
child then.

A family
of four.
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Then one day, while Pema and Dolma were going to
Dege town, there was a landslide.
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I searched and searched, but they were buried
under tons of rocks and dirt. I couldn’t believe they
were really gone.
The landslide took away the two people I loved most
in the world. Suddenly I felt very alone, helpless.
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When IIwent
to to
paypay
my respects
in the in
forests
When
wentback
back
my respects
the
we once enjoyed, I found that the trees were being
forests we once enjoyed so much, I found that
chopped down. Truck after truck was being loaded.
the trees were being wiped away. Truck after
truck
were
being
loaded
our trees.
All those
trees
that had
takenwith
decades
to growAll
were
those
trees that
taken Underneath
decades tothem,
grow,
being ripped
aparthad
in minutes.
the
mountainsides
were
starting
to
slip.
the jewels of our hills, were being ripped apart
in minutes.
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In my misery I knew I just had to do something. I was
But
I was
a lone
what
could
I do?
asked
to speak
at awoman,
community
meeting
about
the
tragedy. I decided now was the time to act.
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We made a plan to halt the logging. All three
villages, Puma, Dama and Yüba, stood together.
Since the lumber bosses wouldn’t negotiate with
us, we needed a plan to stop them.
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We decided to go to the logging camp. We broke
their chainsaws and chased the loggers away.
There were so many of us, they didn’t know what
to do.
We knew that the men would return, so we occuoccu
pied the camp to protect the trees for good. To
protect our homes, we were willing to give up our
lives.
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We built a simple hut at the entrance of the forest
and put up a roadblock. People from all three
villages took turns guarding the entrance.
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We maintained the blockade for a year and no
one dared cross through. Chinese journalists and
environmental activists got interested in our story.
One man, Feng Yongfeng, a reporter and environenviron
mentalist, wrote about us. A group called Greenpeace China investigated the issue and found that
much of the logging was illegal. The attention
from Chinese groups and journalists was a
gamechanger.
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I never found Pema's body or that of our daughter, so I know that they
are part of this land. Thanks to the courage of our villagers, we saved
this land from further harm. We uncovered the lies, we organized, and
we took action. We intervened directly to stop the loggers, and we
saved the Jewels of Mesho.
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How did they get
started?














